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When students move from ear-training directly into sight-singing, they frequently get
stuck. Many issues may arise, such as their lack of ability to quickly identify notes on the
staff, understanding rhythm, but the most common major issue is developing and
accessing their ear. Students may even be able to produce many isolated intervals and
yet somehow when music is placed in front of them, they cannot find those same
pitches. Why does this happen? It’s simple: because they are processing too many new
things at once.

This is the best exercise for developing a student’s ear; this exercise presupposes
students can already match pitch, and sing a scale in tune.  This one exercise, with a
page worth of examples, can be used extensively with the same students, year after
year.

The goals of this exercise is to teach singers to:

1. maintain the tonic (“Do”) in your mind.
2. relate each diatonic pitch back to “Do”, rather than to the previous pitch.
3. develop an eye-tracking skill, simulating sheet music, while focusing

primarily on accessing your ear.
4. speed up your ability to access and replicate diatonic pitches.
5. be able to read any and every diatonic jump in written sheet music, no

matter how complex it may be.

How it works

This exercise uses the written-out solfege syllables. I have written out solfege syllables
randomly in a line that is 13 syllables long, beginning and ending with ‘do’.

Here is an example:

1 Do Sol Re Fa Ti La Mi Sol Re Fa Mi La Do
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The purpose of this exercise is to teach students how to follow with their eyes, develop
their ear, and access their ear while eye-tracking, but not getting bogged down with
note-reading. Note-reading skills need to be developed independently from the
development of aural skills; when both skills are worked on separately, they become far
more useful together.

The primary goal is for students to lock-in ‘do’.

Using the drills

Before proceeding, you should already be able to sing a major scale in tune.
There are 18 drills. The drills make use of the solfege syllables. The syllables have
been randomly written in rows that are 13 syllables long, beginning and ending with
‘Do’. The drills are sung from left to right. The same example from before is listed below:

1 Do Sol Re Fa Ti La Mi Sol Re Fa Mi La Do

Instructions for the student(s):

1. Sing a major scale before beginning each single-line exercise
2. It doesn’t matter whether the pitch is sung above or below ‘do’.  So ‘ti’ can

be above or below ‘do’. Even ‘do’ can be high or low.
3. For beginners, there is no speed to this exercise. The goal is perfect,

in-tune pitches. More advanced singers can sing the exercise to a steady
beat.

The only note a teacher should play on the piano is ‘do’. If a student cannot find a pitch,
they must return to ‘do’ and sing the scale up or down to the correct pitch. Generally,
when students have a firm grasp of ‘do’ and sing a wrong pitch, the pitch will still be
diatonic. When students sing pitches that are sharp, flat, or really off, it is usually
because they have lost ‘do’.  This is when we need to replay ‘do’ on the piano.

Once it becomes clear that a student can consistently maintains ‘do’ in their head, the
way to handle an “incorrectly sung pitch” changes; when students sing a wrong pitch,
but it is clearly a diatonic tone (possibly off by one step), have them internalize the scale
(rather than sing the scale aloud), starting from ‘do’, to find the correct pitch. The goal is



still to go back to ‘do’ and relate each pitch directly to ‘do’.

Advanced and Group Variations

There are many ways to make this exercise and the entire sheet applicable, based on
the number of students participating, and the skill-level of each student.  Of course, the
more a student sings an exercise, or fragments of an exercise by themselves, the better
they will get. The better they get with one line on the page, the more they will improve
with all of the lines. Here are some variations that account for students who are
improving as well as utilizing these exercises in a choral or group setting.

1. Singers must sing each pitch to a steady beat. Increase the tempo as each
student improves.

2. In a group lesson (2-12 students), students can go around in a circle, as
students sing one syllable, followed by the next student singing the
following pitch. This develops the ear and eye-tracking skills of every
student as they have to be listening for each successive pitch and be ready
to immediately find their pitch when it’s their turn.

3. In a group lesson (2-12 students), do everything just like the previous
variation but turn it into an elimination game. When a singer cannot sing
the correct pitch, they are eliminated. Crown a champion when there is one
singer left.

4. In a group lesson (2-12 students), have each student sing 4 consecutive
syllables and move from student to student. Perform the entire sheet. If this
or any similar variation occurs, I would suggest eliminating the final “do”
on each line and just move on from line to line.

5. Have students read the line forwards and backwards; reversing the line will
create all new leaps.

6. In a choir, have a battle of the sections as an elimination round. Similar to
variations 2 and 3, go between the sections with a steady beat.  When one
section does not sing the correct pitch, they are eliminated. Crown a
champion section. You can also do the same thing with individual section
captains who compete against one another.

7. Have half the choir sing an exercise forwards while the other half sings it in
reverse.



Won’t They Outgrow This Exercise?

Does an instrumentalist ever outgrow practicing a scale?

Every once in a while, I have a student say something to me, like “I’ve memorized the
entire sheet. I feel like I’m cheating because all of the pitches are in my head”. I LOVE
that comment. (Keep in mind there are 18 exercises; each consist of completely random
pitches.)

My response: “Let me get this straight: you can now sing every single diatonic interval,
ascending and descending, at a very fast speed?

When they respond yes, I say, “So let me write out a brand new exercise for you. Better
yet, why don’t you randomly write out any syllables that come to mind.” When they do, I
have them perform it, and of course, they do it perfectly.

The memorization of the exercise is merely a memorization of all pitches. Now, they are
ready to read all diatonic pitches on a musical staff, provided that their note-reading is
as fast as their well-developed ear.

Once you have mastered the “Aural Training Sheet in Major”, begin practicing the
following sheet: “Aural Training Sheet in Relative Minor” where all pitch relationships
remain the same, only (‘La’) becomes the new tonic. Additional instructions are provided
on the additional sheets.

When you are ready to develop this skill at the highest level, I recommend using the
Aural Training Rubric. This rubric sets clear goals for mastering this skill and sets the
ear up for being able to sight-sing at a successful level.

The first step is mastering the Major Aural Training

Other, more advanced packets available:
1. Major/Relative Minor
2. All Modes (Ionian “Major”, Dorian, Phyrgian, Lydian, Myxolydian, Aeolian “Minor”)
3. Major/Relative Minor, Relative Harmonic Minor, Relative Melodic
4. Major/Relative Minor, Natural Minor (Do based), Harmonic Minor (Do based),

Melodic Minor (Do Based)
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